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Author's response to reviews:

Dr Christian Emmanuel Giray
Journal Editorial Office
Biomed Central Editorial Team
16th May 2014

Dear Dr. Giray,

RE: Manuscript - MS: 1207182601129581: A mixed methods study of collaboration between perinatal and infant mental health clinicians and other service providers: Do they sit in silos?

Thank you for your email dated 15th May 2014, requesting revisions to the above manuscript. The revisions have been incorporated in the manuscript:

1. Abstract:
The abstract does not exceed 350 words; it is structured in the separate sections of Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions; all abbreviations have been removed from the abstract and no references are cited.

2. Line numbering
Line numbers have been included in the manuscript.

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Sincerely,

Karen Myors RN, RM, BHSci (Nurs), MN(Hons), IBCLC